By Vinu G. Ipe

MIT posted a deficit of $6.3 million for fiscal year 1992, exceeding the $4.1 million projected in a May financial report.

The major factors contributing to the higher deficit were "a decrease in indirect cost recovery, an increase in unrestricted funds for undergraduate financial aid, and less than expected undergraduate tuition revenue," according to the annual report filed in September by James J. Culliton, vice-president for financial operations.

MIT's total budget is about $1 billion, and out of this, $700 million is research volume that goes to the Institute and Lincoln Labs, Culliton said. "We are decreasing in research volume, certainly at Lincoln Laboratories, and we haven't had much growth here. This affects the overall budget because the indirect costs associated with research pay for various support services at the Institute," he said.

J. David Litster, associate provost and vice-president for research, does not believe the budget deficit is a grave concern for research activities at MIT. "Research funding comes from external sponsors, and the coupling of research money and Institute costs is a complicated process. To a first approximation, though, I don't believe that a deficit in the Institute's own funds will affect research supported by money from elsewhere," he said.

Future deficits to increase

"I don't think this is serious for one deficit year. Certainly the Institute has the resources to accommodate a deficit of $5 million. It's when we look out into the future that we see the deficits increasing," Culliton said.

MIT had modest surpluses in the fiscal years and modest deficits in the 1989-1992 fiscal years. "We are currently projecting a deficit of $6.9 million for FY1993, $8.3 million for FY1994, and $5.1 million for FY1995," Culliton said in the September report. Fiscal years end on June 30 of the respective calendar year.

After some revision of these figures, including salary increases and tuition decreases, Culliton later "significantly increased" the projected deficits for the coming years. "We have to do some fine tuning on both the revenue side as well as the expense side. The one revenue we explicitly control in tuition, but there is a lot of pressure to keep that from increasing. And despite the budget deficits, the Institute is committed to accept students on a need-blind basis, and we've had to stand up to scrutiny in the Department of Justice for our stand," Culliton said.
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Listen as Alumnus Marrou Brings Libertarian Presidential Campaign to MIT

The Marrou-Lord ticket is the sixth Libertarian ticket to appear since the 1972 campaign. Libertarians have been elected to office, and currently there are about 200 Libertarians in office. Marrou's speeches, Libertarian party's headquarters in Washington, D.C. Marrou graduated with a degree in Chemical Engineering, and even showed the crowd his Brass Rat.

Marrou's running-mate is Dr. Nancy Lord, a physician and attorney in Washington, Montoni said. She has no past political experience, though she ran for mayor of Washington in 1990, he explained.
Iran Is Close to Obtaining Its First Modern Submarine, Sources Say

By Michael Isikoff

WASHINGTON POST

Declaring that he was responding to the threat posed by "a lot of missiles," Ross Perot Thursday jumped back into the presidential race, announcing he will run as an "unconventional" candidate, a surprise move intended, as he said, "to give America a breath of fresh air." Appearing at a raucous news conference here with his running mate, retired Rear Adm. James Stockdale, the billionaire, at times testy and impatient, said he made a "mistake" and "burt" his supporters when he abruptly aban-
doned his underdog independent presidential bid on July 16. But, he quickly added, "looking back won't solve our problems." He said he is prepared to "give it everything I have." When he refused to join the campaign late last month, Perot said Thursday, "I thought that both polit-
ical parties would understand the prob-
es that face the nation. They gave us a chance. They didn't do it." The American people are con-
cerned about a government in grid-
lock. Perot added that "the people are good, but our government is a mess." Everybody in Washington makes excuses, but nobody takes responsi-

bility. We will create a new polit-
ical climate where the system does not attract egotistical, power-hun-
ting people.

But while Perot's announcement immediately scrambles the race between Bush and Clinton, experts agree that the deficit is a serious, long-term problem, many also agree that the government's "two-party system" should be unconventional, I can tell you that... We'll just have to unfold every day.
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relief groups. The officials, who this and the heads of eight private U.S. Bush's Somali relief' coordinator famine, according to President demics of tuberculosis, hepatitis and eping to those coordinating American and the death rate among Somalis are now arriving in Somalia, epi- are serious, according to President the crisis is deepening, surpassing are reaching epidemic proportions, According to President Natsios, the White now is dying from famine and disease. has increased not only because of are dying "of the TB, pneumonia, and Medical Corps. "Everytime we an entire month. ... But also the situation is getting worse. Both those statements are true. "I don't think anyone has a clue how many people have died," said Williams of the International Rescue Committee. "There's no shortage of resources," he said. "It's a matter of where those resources are."

In August, when the world first turned its attention to Somalia, the United Nations estimated that around 1 million people were at risk of starvation. The United States, Canada, Germany, France and Belgium launched emergency food airlifts and U.N. and private agen- cies expanded distribution efforts. The United States alone has sup- plied more than 5,000 metric tons of food to Somalia since its airlift began Aug. 28 — enough food, aid officials say, to feed 300,000 Somalis for an entire month. But the remarks of the aid offi- cials Thursday suggested a mood of deepening pessimism in the relief community about any short-term alleviation of the Somali people's plight. The death rate in some towns, like Bardodaa and Barderra, has risen not only because of disease but because of a lack of clean water and outbreaks of fight- ing among rival clans. In Bardodaa, said Natsios, the death rate in early August was about 45 each day, but relief efforts had brought that toll down to about 20 daily. This week, he said, the death toll climbed again to about 40 per day as the rains have set in. Adults are dying "of the TB, pneumonia, and diseases," he said. "Measles is killing the children." He said dirty water may be responsible for 60 percent of the child deaths in Bardomaa.

v for a 20-platoon fleet of B-2 "stealth" bombers, continued develop- ment of the V-22 Osprey and 95 billion to defense contracts and industries adjacent to a reduced Pentagon budget.

AIDS in the relief. We're seeing a lot more diseases in the area, said Andrew Natsios, the White House's special coordinator for Somali relief efforts. "The TB is spreading, there are outbreaks of bronchitis. They have pneumonia. "I'm really frightened that we're going to start having a medical emergency that's more serious than the food emergency, if that's possi- ble," Natsios said. "This is only the tip of the iceberg," said Peter Davies of InterAction, a coalition of 137 pri- vate voluntary groups. "It is going to get worse. ... With the rains com- ing, we are going to see more suf- fering." As relief agencies expand their efforts throughout the countryside, they are discovering isolated vil- lages where people are dead and dying from famine and disease. "Considerably more people ... are dying than we thought," said Nancy Hays, president of the Los Angeles-based International Medical Corps. "Everytime we discover another pocket in Somalia, it's just devastating." "The aid is getting in," she said. "But also the situation is getting worse. Both those statements are true. "I don't think anyone has a clue how many people have died," said Williams of the International Rescue Committee. "There's no shortage of resources," he said. "It's a matter of where those resources are."

In August, when the world first turned its attention to Somalia, the United Nations estimated that around 1 million people were at risk of starvation. The United States, Canada, Germany, France and Belgium launched emergency food airlifts and U.N. and private agen- cies expanded distribution efforts. The United States alone has sup- plied more than 5,000 metric tons of food to Somalia since its airlift began Aug. 28 — enough food, aid officials say, to feed 300,000 Somalis for an entire month. But the remarks of the aid offi- cials Thursday suggested a mood of deepening pessimism in the relief community about any short-term alleviation of the Somali people's plight. The death rate in some towns, like Bardodaa and Barderra, has risen not only because of disease but because of a lack of clean water and outbreaks of fight- ing among rival clans. In Bardodaa, said Natsios, the death rate in early August was about 45 each day, but relief efforts had brought that toll down to about 20 daily. This week, he said, the death toll climbed again to about 40 per day as the rains have set in. Adults are dying "of the TB, pneumonia, and diseases," he said. "Measles is killing the children." He said dirty water may be responsible for 60 percent of the child deaths in Bardomaa.
Column by Bill Jackson

Perot: I'll Run Again If I Really Have To

This guy went on TV yesterday to announce that he'd heard from volunteers in all 50 states telling him to run for president, and so he's going to, finally, run. Ever since I heard, I've been doing some thinking.

First of all, let's get a few things straight. The media reports that Perot has "returned" to the presidential race are false. He never put his butt on the line in the first place.

And now Mr. Take Charge has decided to run, finally, only because his underlings told him it's a good idea, and that the other two candidates aren't good enough. Here's a guy whose daily choice of color probably causes a Dow Jones fluctuation of 500 points, and he needs to ask 50 random volunteers what he should do. Makes me feel pretty secure.

Imagine when Ross goes to McDonald's:

"McDonald's Worker: May I help you?

Perot: Well, now, I've thought about hiring the Filet o' Fish. Or the Big Mac. McDonald's Worker, blandly: May I help you?

Perot: You just keep your meals out of this here decision. You sit, Mr. Manager, do you feel I should have the fish or the burger? Manager: Whatever you want, sir. You're the customer.

Perot: Not that I particularly want the fish, you see. I'll take the fish. I'll take the burger, whatever you want. I'm your servant.

Manager: Get out of here, Dummy, before I call the cops.

Perot: I just have to go make some phone calls to McDonald's managers in all 50 states, then I'll be back to let you know.

Of course, it's hard to believe it took Perot this long to find 50 underlings who would tell him he's great and he should run. Here's a guy with $50 million and I'll find 50 schmucks in various states to support me for president in, oh, 15 minutes, tops. It makes me think Perot so long.

If Perot called to ask me if I should run on the purely imaginary fantasy that he would win, "I know boy, what the heck. Lenore, don't sell your college town and remit your fee for the rest of that there tuition," would so possess me that I'd be willing to struggle up to him and whisper sweet nothings into his ear, calling him whatever he wants me to call him. "Tell me your fantasy, tall, dark and decisive," I would say, as I urged him to run for president and save the American people from reasonable, sane, presidential candidates, as well as George Bush.

Of course, polls say as much as 10 percent of the American electorate would vote for Perot. Which reminds me: I'd like to apologize publicly for my recent habit of going around campus and running up to every 10th person I see, screaming, "WHAT THE HELL IS THE MATTER WITH YOU?"

But if I need to, I could learn to live in Perot's America. After attending rallies sponsored by the newly renamed National Association for the Advancement of You People, I would go home and turn up the viewmaster (you can't really turn it off in the first place, you know) to watch the stockholder's meeting (formerly: Congress) from Washington. I wouldn't learn to like it.

Seriously, Perot just isn't that scary. Goofy, sure, but not scary. Think about it: He's had all this trouble deciding whether he wants to lead a movement in which he wants to be the strong, decisive candidate who can lead this country out of its economic problems. All of our choices should be so easy.
Tuesday

is the last day you can register to vote in the November presidential elections.

Register in the following locations:

- **Friday**: Lobby 10
- **Saturday**: Student Center
- **Monday**: Student Center
- **Tuesday**: Lobby 10

---

McKinsey & Company, Inc.

McKinsey & Company, Inc., a leading international management consulting firm, cordially invites members of the 1993 MIT senior class to learn more about our 2-year business analyst program.

We will be having a presentation and reception for interested students on

**Thursday, October 8, 1992**

at Building 4-163

from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

We look forward to seeing you there.
Cordially invites first- and second-year students to a

Brown Bag Lunch

on

Tuesday, October 6, 1992 at 12 noon.

Room E51-329

Dress Casually

Representatives will attend from
Debt & Equity Markets
### Classified Advertising


#### Earn extra income — Earn $200-500 weekly mailing travel brochures, for information send a stamp addressed envelope to: ATW Travel, Inc. P.O. Box 430780, South Miami, FL 33143.

#### Travel Freely! Sale! Quality vacations to exotic destinations: Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Margarita Island, Florida. Work for the most reliable spring break company with best compensation/service. Fastest way to free travel! Sun Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710.


#### LAST-MINUTE-MCAT-GRE Practice: The answer to the test question. (617)6330.


#### Alaska Summer Employment — Want to earn $600/$500 in 1 month or $4,000/month on fishing boats. Free transportation! Room & board! Over 8,000 openings. Male or female. For employment program call 1-206-645-4355 ext. 4033.
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#### Our Most Valuable Investments Have Nothing To Do With Money

At Putnam, we proudly invest time and effort in partnerships with our people. We know that the expertise, dedication and enthusiasm you bring to us can create exceptional opportunities—for you and our clients.

Putnam is a broad-based, full-service organization that provides investment management to individuals and institutions through mutual and separately managed accounts. We currently seek enterprising individuals who thrive in a fast-paced environment for both full-time and summer intern positions. Putnam offers you the opportunity to contribute significantly to our business in an investment management career path.

#### ACROSS

1. Like test scores, sometimes
2. Street workers
3. Famous gangster
4. Fierce
5. Paralyzes
6. Like a zebra
7. — Island
8. — Ballou
9. Cubic meter
10. "Uncontrollable" character
11. Frooty about
12. Do newspaper work
13. Black cuckoo
14. — INF.
15. Like zone test graders
16. Russian
17. Rated material
18. Be moody
19. Position of unashamedness (2 wds.)
20. Compared
21. Ending for play
22. Asian headaddresses
23. Miss Sabor
24. Menu item
25. Feeling regretful
26. French for right
27. Shakespeare's river, et al.
28. India
29. Travesty
30. Mexican shawls
31. Philoptoic headhunters
32. Shoot over again
33. Geological period
34. Unusual fruits
35. Like relief work
36. Type of triangle
37. Summons (2 wds.)
38. Lane
39. Chemical suffix
40. — Style
41. — Style
42. 100th birthday
43. Coin inscriptions
44. — Lane
45. — Lane
46. Coin inscriptions
47. — Lane
48. — Lane
49. — Lane
50. — Lane
51. — Lane
52. — Lane
53. — Lane
54. — Lane
55. — Lane
56. — Lane
57. — Lane
58. — Lane
59. — Lane
60. — Lane
61. — Lane
62. — Lane
63. — Lane
64. — Lane
65. — Lane
66. — Lane
67. — Lane
68. — Lane
69. — Lane
70. — Lane
71. — Lane
72. — Lane
73. — Lane
74. — Lane
75. — Lane
76. — Lane
77. — Lane
78. — Lane
79. — Lane
80. — Lane
81. — Lane
82. — Lane
83. — Lane
84. — Lane
85. — Lane
86. — Lane
87. — Lane
88. — Lane
89. — Lane
90. — Lane
91. — Lane
92. — Lane
93. — Lane
94. — Lane
95. — Lane
96. — Lane
97. — Lane
98. — Lane
99. — Lane
100. — Lane

#### DOWN

1. Type of triangle
2. Summons (2 wds.)
3. Orbital point
4. Lane
5. Chemical suffix
6. Say at great length
7. Picnics
8. Statue
9. — Lane
10. — Lane
11. — Lane
12. — Lane
13. — Lane
14. — Lane
15. — Lane
16. — Lane
17. — Lane
18. — Lane
19. — Lane
20. — Lane
21. — Lane
22. — Lane
23. — Lane
24. — Lane
25. — Lane
26. — Lane
27. — Lane
28. — Lane
29. — Lane
30. — Lane
31. — Lane
32. — Lane
33. — Lane
34. — Lane
35. — Lane
36. — Lane
37. — Lane
38. — Lane
39. — Lane
40. — Lane
41. — Lane
42. — Lane
43. — Lane
44. — Lane
45. — Lane
46. — Lane
47. — Lane
48. — Lane
49. — Lane
50. — Lane
51. — Lane
52. — Lane
53. — Lane
54. — Lane
55. — Lane
56. — Lane
57. — Lane
58. — Lane
59. — Lane
60. — Lane
61. — Lane
62. — Lane
63. — Lane
64. — Lane
65. — Lane
66. — Lane
67. — Lane
68. — Lane
69. — Lane
70. — Lane
71. — Lane
72. — Lane
73. — Lane
74. — Lane
75. — Lane
76. — Lane
77. — Lane
78. — Lane
79. — Lane
80. — Lane
81. — Lane
82. — Lane
83. — Lane
84. — Lane
85. — Lane
86. — Lane
87. — Lane
88. — Lane
89. — Lane
90. — Lane
91. — Lane
92. — Lane
93. — Lane
94. — Lane
95. — Lane
96. — Lane
97. — Lane
98. — Lane
99. — Lane
100. — Lane

#### Clue Answers

1. Miss Sabor
2. Menu item
3. Feeling regretful
4. French for right
5. Shakespeare's river, et al.
6. India
7. Travesty
8. Mexican shawls
9. Philoptoic headhunters
10. Shoot over again
11. Geological period
12. Unusual fruits
13. Like relief work
14. Type of triangle
15. Summons (2 wds.)
16. Orbital point
17. Lane
18. Chemical suffix
19. Say at great length
20. Picnics
21. Statue
22. Lane
23. Lane
24. Lane
25. Lane
26. Lane
27. Lane
28. Lane
29. Lane
30. Lane
31. Lane
32. Lane
33. Lane
34. Lane
35. Lane
36. Lane
37. Lane
38. Lane
39. Lane
40. Lane
41. Lane
42. Lane
43. Lane
44. Lane
45. Lane
46. Lane
47. Lane
48. Lane
49. Lane
50. Lane
51. Lane
52. Lane
53. Lane
54. Lane
55. Lane
56. Lane
57. Lane
58. Lane
59. Lane
60. Lane
61. Lane
62. Lane
63. Lane
64. Lane
65. Lane
66. Lane
67. Lane
68. Lane
69. Lane
70. Lane
71. Lane
72. Lane
73. Lane
74. Lane
75. Lane
76. Lane
77. Lane
78. Lane
79. Lane
80. Lane
81. Lane
82. Lane
83. Lane
84. Lane
85. Lane
86. Lane
87. Lane
88. Lane
89. Lane
90. Lane
91. Lane
92. Lane
93. Lane
94. Lane
95. Lane
96. Lane
97. Lane
98. Lane
99. Lane
100. Lane

---

Putnam
SO YOU'RE GOOD IN MATH

If you have a strong math aptitude and a business orientation, (math major not required) the actuarial profession offers unlimited career potential.

The Equitable, a financial giant, is one of the nation’s largest life insurance companies. As a member of our Actuarial Development Program, your skills will be developed through a series of varied job assignments and continued formal education.

A unique work-study summer internship is also available. (Housing will be provided for interested students.)

To learn more, come to our presentation on October 8 at 4:30 p.m. in Room 310 of the Harvard Science Center.

Denis W. Loring SM ’71, FSA
Senior Vice President
THE EQUITABLE
787 7th Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019
Equal Opportunity Employer

"Uh...the dog ate my floppy disk!?!"

Unfortunately the advent of PCs has made it impossible to blame your missing homework on the dog. But, thanks to Media Micro-M we’ve got three affordable ways to make this inevitable task a lot more enjoyable. Imagine combining the performance and reliability of an M system with diversity and ease-of-use of today’s most popular software packages. In no time you’ll be turning out letter-perfect documents and reports that will make even the most jaded professor weep with joy.

Call now and receive over $300 worth of extras—absolutely FREE!!

LIMITED OFFER!
FREE
PRODIGY
Insurance/Personal Service
&
ONE MONTH FREE MEMBERSHIP!

BONUS PACKAGE:
* 2400 Baud Modem
* Windows 3.1
* Serial Mouse
FREE with any system purchase!

MADE
IN
U.S.A.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS:
* Top Quality HyQuest motherboard
* Intel Processor (AMD for 40MHz)
* AMI BIOS
* 4MB SIMM memory
* 16-bit IDE Floppy Drive/Hard Disk Controller
* 120MB IDE Hard Drive
* 5.25” (1.25 and 3.5” (1.44) Floppy Drives
* 14” Super VGA monitor 286x1024x768
* Super VGA Video Card w/1MB
* Deluxe Mini-Tower Case w/Digital Display
* 200 Watt UL/CSA power supply
* 10/100 Ethernet interface
* 101-key Enhanced Keyboard
* Microsoft DOS 5.0
* One Year Parts and Three Year Labor Warranty

Options:
ADD
170MB Hard Drive
$15.00
200MB Hard Drive
$250.00
VGA monitor (monochrome)
$125.00
VGA card w/true color
$35.00
24 million color
A401 SIMM memory
$17.00
Upgrade to 256K cache
$50.00

NEW! SUPER-SAVER STUDENT PACKAGE!
A COMPLETE: 386SX/25MHz
SYSTEM W/SVG & 80MB HDD
$999.00
CALL TO ORDER FOR DETAILS OR PREPAYMENT

COMICOPHIA
One of the Top Boutiques in North America — Comics Journal
* Buy, Sell & Trade New and Old Comics
* Informed Service
* Subscriptions Available
* New Comics Every Wed & Fri

464 Comm Ave – Kenmore Square
Boston 02215
Call “COMIC-66”

FREE!
Airline Reservations & Ticketing Service

Thomas Cook
RATED BEST! by Condé Nast Traveler Magazine

1 BROADWAY, CAMBRIDGE

THOMAS COOK is an official authorized agent for all airlines and there is NO EXTRA CHARGE when you pick up your tickets at THOMAS COOK!

IF YOU’RE TRAVELING ON ANY OF THESE AIRLINES . . .

American, United, Continental, America West, Delta, TWA, Northwest, US Air, British Air, Qantas, Air Canada, Iberia, Lufthansa, Swiss Air, Air India, El Al, Icelandair, Alitalia, Aer Lingus, Vistara, or even shuttle flights.

AVOID LONG LINES AT THE AIRPORT, MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS AND PICK UP YOUR TICKETS AT

Thomas Cook
Open Mon.-Fri.
8:30 am-5:00 pm

1 BROADWAY, CAMBRIDGE
868-2666
New Service Provides On-line Registration Information

By Eric Richard

MIT students yesterday gained full on-line access to the Student Information Service, as Athens Associates, Inc., implemented the first on-line Information Systems for the Office of the Registrar.

The SIS currently combines class lists from the MIT Registrar and student information, and data from the student directory. In the future, student information from the Banner may be included as well.

Unlike the Banner system, the program allows Athens Associates to take public academic information from Banner, and information of course descriptions and scheduling, as well as "Ask The Registrar." A compilation of such answers covering basic information about cross-registration, registration requirements, financial policy, and other data.

"Ask the Registrar looks neat," said Craig C. Wiegert '94, "It is a little less formal than the Bulletin Board, and it sends a lot of helpful information together.

The system also contains private information containing academic records accessible only to MIT students who have established a second password through the registrar's office. Students will be able to view their past grades, degree audit, and subject registration, and will also be able to update their official directory phone and address information. In the future, the Registrar's Office hopes to enable students to use the program for pre-registration.

"I think the system is useful, and I think that it should have existed a long time ago," said Jonathan R. Wise '95, who tuned the program during its development. "Overall, having access to course and grade information on-line is something I appreciate.

"I believe any new initiatives to help students navigate through the registration process are a good thing," said freshman advisor Pascal Chivers SM '88. "However, the advisor's role should not be diminished by such tools.

The program was developed through cooperation between IS and the Office of the Registrar. There were a lot of players from IS working together on the Registrar's system," said Scott Thomas, the project leader from Distributed Computing and Network Service.

"We are basically seeing how well this system works and how it is received," Thomas said. "This is sort of a prototype to see if this type of project can be done."

Security major issue in development

"Security was quite an issue," Thomas said. "Determining how strict it was to be was the hardest problem.

The system for providing privacy and accuracy of information includes data encryption, redundant information checking, and the second password used to access private information.

In order to ensure that people are not trying to gain unauthorized access to private information, the Office of the Registrar will send a verification letter to students who request a second password. Students must respond to this letter within two weeks or their new password will not become effective.

The same type of security is being used to ensure validity of the directory information. Once a student alters his information, there will be a five-day delay, during which the Registrar's Office will review the changes.

Testing over the summer

Students living on campus during the summer session were allowed to use the system in order to test it out and respond to it.

"We have been getting a fair amount of feedback," Thomas said. "Most students think it is a good idea. Many have sent changes that they would like to see. When the Registrar's Office is ready to make new releases, they will take these comments and incorporate them.

Thorne acknowledged the existence of a few slight bugs in the system, saying, "Hopefully we can nail those down and get rid of them."


classified advertising

Classified Advertising in The Tech: $5.00 per insertion for each 35 words or less. Must be prepaid, with complete name, address, and phone number. The Tech, 40-483, 9 0.0. Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

French Teacher — Howard Square family seeks native French teacher with dedication. Must speak Portuguese, Mon., Wed., or Fri. 3:00-4:00 p.m. or 6:30-7:30 p.m. Call Judy 647-0645.

Beautiful one bedroom condominium near Central Square/MIT. Shared deck on beautiful tree-lined street. Large living room, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, storage, $350. Call Kristen 617-266-1009 for appointment.

Minority seniors: Attend the Merrimack Year-End Session for Minority Students. Wed. Oct. 28, 1992 3:30-9:30 p.m. The Charles Hotel, Cambridge, MA. Sand has reserved ML on back: Crimson & White. Students may test the program for pre-registration. Students will be able to view their past grades, degree audit, and subject registration, and will also be able to update their official directory phone and address information. In the future, the Registrar's Office hopes to enable students to use the program for pre-registration.
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The same type of security is being used to ensure validity of the directory information. Once a student alters his information, there will be a five-day delay, during which the Registrar's Office will review the changes.

Testing over the summer

Students living on campus during the summer session were allowed to use the system in order to test it out and respond to it.

"We have been getting a fair amount of feedback," Thomas said. "Most students think it is a good idea. Many have sent changes that they would like to see. When the Registrar's Office is ready to make new releases, they will take these comments and incorporate them.

Thorne acknowledged the existence of a few slight bugs in the system, saying, "Hopefully we can nail those down and get rid of them."

Get it off your chest!

Send a letter to the editor. Electronic mail: letters@the-tech.mit.edu or by interdepartmental mail to W20-483
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If your first instinct was to avoid diving headlong into a maze of dead ends, walls, and false starts, you should be talking to Microsoft. Like you, we'd rather see around obstacles. And help others overcome problems as well.

We know that traveling in uncharted territory and working without boundaries is the only way to create truly innovative products. Microsoft® products. Products that are changing the world. Because software's a lot like life. The rules are constantly changing. If that intrigues you as much as it does us, see us about your future at Microsoft. You'll discover we appreciate talented people who know that solutions don't always come with instructions.

If you are about to graduate with a BS, MS or PhD in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Applied Math and Physics, we want to talk to you at our on-campus interviews.

Microsoft is an Equal Opportunity Employer and supports workforce diversity.

On-Campus Interviews
Friday, November 6, 1992
Software Design Engineers/Program Managers. Full-time positions
See your Career Center for details.
politics are popular in New Hampshire, Alaska, and to some extent in California, he said.

Marrou then listed what he thought to be the major problems facing the United States today. He said that the country charges high taxes, is in the worst recession in 50 years, has the highest percentage of people in poverty in 30 years, and has the highest national debt in history. He forgot the Los Angeles riots of this spring as the worst in the country since the Civil War. Also, the United States participates in a war or raid almost every year and has the highest imprisonment rate in the world, he said.

He mentioned these problems to "too much government." Libertarians want to maximize individual liberty by trying to cut government power, he said.

His platform includes repealing the personal income tax and abolishing the IRS, ending excessive regulation and taxation, and ending all subsidies, such as those for cigarettes. He also wants to cut bureaucracies by allowing federal bureaucrats to retire or leave without replacing them, and to privatize education and "charitize health care."

"I look forward to the day when the white male computer nerds, he said. "They are the original non-discriminatory people, but liberty includes the right to discriminate," he said. He compared this to choosing an item on a menu in a restaurant, where one chooses one dish over the others. However, he said he would not support discrimination in the workplace.

Marrou said he would repeat the mandatory education laws. "It's morally and fundamentally wrong to force someone to do things against their will," he said.

Marrou answered other questions about his environmental policy, his plans for welfare and education, and about Social Security. One person asked how it was possible that only 15 states allow registered as Libertarians. The Democrats and Republicans "will do anything to keep power. They'll do anything to get elected. They don't care. Only the Maia shares this morality," he said.

In order to get on the ballot in New Hampshire for the first time, he noted that he won the New Hampshire primary. Of the 63 candidates on the ballot, he received 31 of the total 31 votes cast. The audience could ask questions after Marrou's speech, and his remarks were informed jury amendment.

"We are mass-streaming the party," he said. In previous years, Libertarians have been known as white male computer nerds, he said. "I look forward to the day when the average Libertarian will be a truck driver or a waitress."

Marrou noted that he won the first county, Dixville Notch, to vote in the New Hampshire primary. Of the 63 candidates on the ballot, he received 13 of the total 31 votes cast. The audience could ask questions after Marrou's speech, and his remarks were informed jury amendment.
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Don't Miss
Students Weekend at The Coop!
Friday, Saturday & Sunday at The MIT Coop. Student Celebration at Harvard Square, Saturday!
Special Sunday Hours - Noon to 6 pm.

There is a Big Difference
in Music Stores,
Check Out The Coop.
If you don't buy your CDs and Tapes at The Coop, you most have money to burn.
In addition to the incredible values, you'll always find a fantastic selection of titles in all categories.

For Students Weekend Only!
ALL Regularly Priced
$13” & $14” CDs
NOW $9.99
• Including Major New Releases! Tons of Terrific Titles, Artists, Labels!
• All Categories: Pop, Rock, Jazz, R&B, Classical & More!

* 15% OFF CDs & Tapes for all Coop Members, with Coop Card.
* 10% OFF CDs & Tapes for All Students, with Student ID.
* Sale Items Excluded.

Check It Out:
The Coop will Meet
Any Competitor’s Coupons!
* Sale Items Excluded.

Trade In Your Old Backpack and Get $10 Off any Eastpak Backpack. The Coop will donate your used but usable backpack to The Shortstop Emergency Center for Kids.

The Coop is a Special Place for Students!
And this weekend it’s brimming with Student Specials. Come into The Coop and save a bundle on all the things you need right now. From the latest fashions and accessories, to housewares that will make your dorm or apartment feel like home, to the hottest sounds in music, to the coolest fine art prints. You always save at the Coop but during Students Weekend, you’ll save more than ever!

• SAVE 40% Danish School Bags. An unbelievable value. Black reg. $18
• SAVE 30% ALL Biker Shorts for Men & Women. Excluding insignia.
• SAVE 25% Fashion Athletic Footwear for Men.
• SAVE 20% ALL Men’s & Women’s Turtlenecks & Mocknecks.
• SPECIAL VALUE ALL Men’s & Women’s Casual Sportshirts.

Sale! Entire Stock of Levi’s® Jeans For Men $29.95
Choose 501®, 505®, 550® and 560® for men, and 501®, 512® and 560® for women! Choose from rinsed, stonewashed, bleached and black. All in 100% cotton.
Buy 2 Pairs of Levi’s® Jeans & Get a Levi’s® 560® T-shirt FREE!
While supplies last. $18 Value.

Buy Any Champion® Sweatshirt or T-shirt & Get a non-Champion Baseball Cap FREE!
Top off your favorite Champion sweatshirt or t-shirt with a colorful cotton poplin baseball cap. One size fits all. Black, navy or white. While supplies last.

Special $49.95
Barn Coats for Men & Women!
The hottest style of the season is also the hottest value. By Aberdeen in 100% cotton with colorful Aztec print lining. Stone, Nordic blue and teal.

Art + Art = Value!
The More You Buy, the More You Save on Rare Art Reproductions of some of the most famous paintings in the world.
All measure 22 1/2” X 28 1/2”.

3/$10
5/$15

Sale! Entire Stock of Levi’s® Jeans For Men $29.95
Choose 501®, 505®, 550® and 560® for men, and 501®, 512® and 560® for women! Choose from rinsed, stonewashed, bleached and black. All in 100% cotton.
Buy 2 Pairs of Levi’s® Jeans & Get a Levi’s® 560® T-shirt FREE!
While supplies last. $18 Value.

Buy Any Champion® Sweatshirt or T-shirt & Get a non-Champion Baseball Cap FREE!
Top off your favorite Champion sweatshirt or t-shirt with a colorful cotton poplin baseball cap. One size fits all. Black, navy or white. While supplies last.

Special $49.95
Barn Coats for Men & Women!
The hottest style of the season is also the hottest value. By Aberdeen in 100% cotton with colorful Aztec print lining. Stone, Nordic blue and teal.
Institute Reports $6.3M Shortfall

Deficit, from Page 1

referring to the Overlap Group proceedings.

"Some programs, such as the Campaign for the Future, which raised about $710 million over five years for the Institute, have allowed us not to be in dramatically poor shape, like some of our sister institutions that are now in severe deficit problems," he added.

Academic Council discusses deficit

The responsibility for oversight of the Institute budget rests mainly on the President, the academic provosts, and the senior administrative vice-presidents.

"They have had a series of discussions at the Academic Council, which also includes vice-presidents and dean, about ways to take a look at the operating deficit and how we can reduce it, whether through the consolidation of services, the use of total quality management as a way of increasing productivity, and considering various programs for consolidation, or expansion, or elimination," Culliton said.

"My own view is that we will not touch academic departments; there might be certain programs cut, but we are not at all in the same shape as other universities in cutting whole departments," he added.

Plans are under way to ensure that, with good planning, the budget shortfalls are not disastrous. "For instance, faculty members go down and talk with funding agencies, the President and Provost and others testify before Congressional groups, the National Science Foundation, and making the case that the best dollar for the economy is to put money in basic research in universities," he said.

"In writing the annual report, the attempt was to say that basically the Institute is financially strong, it has a strong balance sheet and strong reserves. But we can't let off on the austerities. This isn't totally bad; it keeps discipline in the community in terms of saying we have to run a lean operation and have to continually think about the future," Culliton said.

"In writing the annual report, the attempt was to say that basically the Institute is financially strong, it has a strong balance sheet and strong reserves. But we can't let off on the austerities. This isn't totally bad; it keeps discipline in the community in terms of saying we have to run a lean operation and have to continually think about the future," Culliton said.

Raustein Memorial Service Set for Oct. 9

Memorial, from Page 1

ing Raustein at MIT and honoring his love of learning is being discussed with his family and will be announced later, a spokesperson said.

Contributions may be sent to the Yngve K. Raustein MIT Memorial Fund, c/o Ms. Winifred McDonough, Recording Secretary, Office of the Treasurer, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 238 Main St., Suite 200, Cambridge, Mass. 02142.

Donations in Raustein's memory may also be made to the Geiloomo Children's Hospital in Geilo, Norway, where he was often treated for asthma as a child. The Norwegian Consulate said checks should be made out to the "Norwegian Seamen's Church in memory of Yngve K. Raustein" and sent to the Norwegian Seamen's Church, 377 E. 52nd St., New York, N.Y. 10022.
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Air Force ROTC Units Filled to Capacity

NOT!

Don't believe everything you hear. The Air Force continues to seek outstanding students to fill future officer requirements. See yourself becoming a leader, graduating from college as an Air Force officer with fully developed qualities of character and managerial ability. Notice, too, the opportunities. Like eligibility for scholarship programs that can pay tuition, textbooks, fees...even $100 in tax-free income each academic month.
Visualize a crisp uniform that reflects pride in yourself and your ability to accept challenge. Get the picture? Now make a call!
Call MIT Air Force ROTC Command: 253-4475

AIM HIGH—AIR FORCE

We offer you an unusual opportunity to contribute to the growth of our business, and to benefit professionally and personally as a result

- Innovative analytical approaches, leading to practical solutions
- Working globally in a stimulating, yet supportive environment
- Uniquely linked with the breadth and depth of resource of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International

Braxton Associates
Celebrating 15 Years of Strategy Consulting

Presentation and Reception
Career Opportunities for MIT Seniors
Monday, October 5, 1992
7:00-9:00 p.m.
Room 4-149

200 State Street
Marketplace Center
Boston, Massachusetts 02109
(617) 439-7100
Also --

Proposal deadline for directors/producers/designers for our spring production Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night" has been extended to Friday Oct. 9.

Please submit a short one-to-two page description of your approach, concepts, experience, etc. to Paul Linton (plinton@ll.mit.edu; campus mail LIN-V-111).

Interviews will take place Tues. & Wed. Oct. 13-14.

"Twelfth Night" opens Friday, Feb. 26, 1993 in Kresge Little Theater.

MIT Community Players x3-2530

THE TECH NEWS HOTLINE
253-1541

Play Bridge at the MIT Bridge Club

MIT has a tradition of producing National and World bridge champions. Become a part of that tradition by joining our student run Bridge Club. All skill levels are welcome. Free lessons will be given. Partners are not necessary. Refreshments served all year long.

Games held on Thursdays and Saturdays in the Student Center Room 491
Lessons 7:00 PM
Game Time 7:30 PM
For more information call:
David @ (617) 923-2585
Suresh @ (617) 625-1670

THE EMILE BUSTANI MIDDLE EAST SEMINAR

Presents
DR. ABDULLAH TOUKAN
Scientific Advisor
King Hussein of Jordan

"BASIC AND CURRENT SECURITY ISSUES EMERGING WITHIN THE MIDDLE EAST PEACE NEGOTIATIONS"

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1992
4:30-6:30 PM
E51-004
70 Memorial Drive
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Sponsored by the Center for International Studies
Computer, Heater Suggested As Causes of New House Fire

Fire originated in the computer in part because "it was destroyed the worst. ... It was the most damaged appliance in the room," LeFebvre said. "The only section of the wall you can see that the heater was near the desk would be black," he said. "And the top of the desk is still white."

LeFebvre said he thought most of the fire-detection and fire-fighting equipment in the area did not function properly during the fire. "The first fire extinguisher I got couldn't have lasted more than four seconds," he said. "Also, the sprinklers didn't go off while I was there, and only the smoke detector at the far end of the hall, went off," he added. "Keohane said, "I don't believe that, because there's [a smoke alarm] right across from his door, and we test them once a month."" Dia said, however, that only one smoke alarm went off. He added that the sprinkler head just outside LeFebvre's room also functioned. Firefighters at the scene also said some sprinklers had operated, though they were unsure how many.

Diaz said the fire extinguisher may have only worked for a short time, but thought 20 seconds was the shortest time an extinguisher would operate. "It varies with the type of extinguisher and what you're discharging, but the most critical thing is size. It's not conceivable to only get 20 seconds, though you usually get more," he said. LeFebvre said he was concerned about the cost of replacing the possessions he lost in the fire. He said that several administrators, including Clarence G. Williams, special assistant to the president, had been very helpful in the fire's aftermath.

1992 Applicants to Medical School

We will be holding a meeting about the medical school interview and want to invite you to attend. At this meeting we will discuss details involving the interview as well as other information regarding your applications. We will also be happy to answer your questions about interviews as well as to discuss any concerns or worries you may have.

The Medical School Interview

10:00 a.m. Wednesday, October 7, 1992 Room 12-182
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 3-4737

Students Interested in Medicine 1992 Applicants to Medical School 1992 Deadline

Applicants who plan to apply to medical school for matriculation in 1993 must begin a reference letter file in the Office of Career Services and Preprofessional Advising (Room 12-185) by or before November 1, 1992. If a file has not been started by this date, the office will be unable to forward letters to the medical schools this year. After this date, however, applicants may use the services as usual for matriculation in 1994.

Please note: The tentative deadline for 1993 (matriculation in 1994) is October 1, 1993.

GREEK WEEK '92

(Sunday Oct. 4 — Friday Oct. 9)

Sunday (Oct. 4) — Volleyball Tournament for Charity at Dupont (11am-6pm)

Tuesday (Oct. 6) — Wing-It (Wing-Eating Contest) at Lobdell (8:30-9:30)

Wednesday (Oct. 7) — Dinner Exchange among the ILG's

Thursday (Oct. 8) — Mixer hosted by ΔΤΔ (416 Beacon St., Boston) at night

Friday (Oct. 9) — Letter Day! Wear all letters!

Don't be a geek and miss the week of the Greeks! BE THERE!
Men's Soccer Tops Babson, 1-0

By Sasha Mitelman

With a remarkable display of right-footed scoring, timely passing, and strong team defense, the men's soccer team defeated nationally-ranked Babson College 1-0 on Tuesday. The victory was the Engineers' first win over Babson, who were ranked 18th in New England and 22nd in the nation among all NCAA Division III teams.

"We caught everybody by surprise today," said an ecstatic Walter Grapski, who has coached the team for the past 17 years. "We had a lot of young players on the field today, but everyone worked hard and we had a few breaks." Alsei said that while the game was close and could have gone either way, the Engineers certainly deserved the win.

Playing with the wind at their backs for the first half, the Engineers began strongly, led by the aggressive and consistent play of co-captain Jason Greaves '95. "The wind was a factor that helped us to dominate possession." Greaves said.

Despite a number of excellent chances, both teams were unable to create dangerous chances in the first half. Babson threatened when Babson's left-back made a cross to Alan Love '95 at the near post, but the long grass slowed the ball just enough to allow the Engineers to get a hand to it. Love, sprinting across from the far post, but the long grass slowed the ball just enough to enable the Babson goalkeeper to make a save. It didn't matter, though, as the MIT defense cleaned up the last dangerous cross second from time, ensuring the victory.

The Engineers smiled a goal-lensing streak and kept their perfect home record intact. After three tough road losses in which they played somewhat short of potential, the Engineers showed improved team chemistry and a dominant game against Trinity, despite losing 4-3 last Saturday. Tuesday was a continuation of that trend. Love, whose first goal of the season, said, "We've been pulling it together for the last few games and it all came together against Babson.

The Engineers, hoping to continue their winning ways after what is certainly the biggest game of the year, face Union College at home on Saturday at 2 p.m.